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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Sweetwater County Conservation District (SWCCD) completed a field assessment of the 

Killpecker Creek main channel and its significant tributaries to identify areas where headcutting 

and erosion are actively occurring and to document channel conditions at intervals along 

Killpecker Creek.  SWCCD retained EDE Consultants Inc. (EDE) to conduct the field work for 

the assessment; field work was done in early August 2020.  

 

Data collected during the assessment will be used in support of selection of channel 

stabilization and chloride soils/source identification projects and as a baseline for future review 

of channel conditions.  Channel stabilization projects may mitigate problem areas in the wake of 

headcuts which recently advanced along Killpecker Creek and halt headcut advancement that 

will otherwise continue to destabilize the channel and increase sediment loading.  Erosion along 

Killpecker Creek within soils known to contain elevated concentrations of chloride contributes to 

the WDEQ 303(d) chloride impairment listing downstream in Bitter Creek. 

 

Sites were visited along Killpecker Creek from the confluence with Bitter Creek upstream 

through the industrial area south of Highway 191 and further upstream into the upper watershed.  

This report presents an overview of the sites visited for the Killpecker Creek watershed 

assessment including site description, photographs, and specific recommendations.  

Recommendations include implementing management measures or investigations at sites 

visited to control erosion or potential chloride releases by: 

 

 Establishing vegetation (in some cases this requires salt tolerant vegetation). 

 Installing rip rap or engineered structures. 

 Routing runoff around areas susceptible to erosion. 

 Contacting landowners or area officials. 

 Continuing monitoring of site conditions. 
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2.0 BACKGROUND 

Killpecker Creek is a tributary to Bitter Creek within Sweetwater County Wyoming.  

Killpecker Creek joins Bitter Creek in the center of Rock Springs, Wyoming and runs north 33 

stream miles to its headwaters near Boars Tusk.  Killpecker Creek is perennial from near 

Reliance, Wyoming to the Bitter Creek confluence, approximately seven stream miles, and 

ephemeral along the remainder of its course.  There are several tributaries to Killpecker Creek 

which exhibit intermittent and perennial flow within the upper watershed.  Ephemeral flows in the 

watershed from snowmelt or precipitation runoff events can be flashy, large, and highly erosive. 

 

The majority of the Killpecker Creek surface geology is comprised of the Green River 

Formation from the Eocene.  This formation is somewhat complex with sandstone, siltstone, and 

shale making up the majority of it.  At the time of deposition the region held a lake named Lake 

Gosiute which was a large freshwater lake surrounded by forest and marsh.  The lake level 

constantly rose and fell during its existence, creating a variety of deposits, including evaporite 

salt flats during low water periods.  The Killpecker Creek channel soils are comprised of readily 

erodible silts and clays. 

 

The Sweetwater County Conservation District (SWCCD) has been monitoring sites 

along Killpecker Creek since 2004 as part of its Bitter Creek watershed assessment studies 

addressing Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality (WDEQ) 303(d) stream impairment 

listings in the Bitter Creek watershed.  Bitter Creek is listed by WDEQ as impaired for chloride.  

Chloride within Killpecker Creek discharge to Bitter Creek has been observed to be a significant 

source to the impairment.  Chloride within Killpecker Creek water has been linked to surface 

and groundwater contacting native soils high in chloride along the main channel and discharging 

to the creek.  SWCCD samples taken along Killpecker Creek have shown that elevated 

concentrations of chloride exist in native soils at several locations along the stream.      

    

Larger than average spring runoff and summer thunderstorm runoff events in recent 

years have resulted in destabilization of portions of the Killpecker Creek channel banks within 

Rock Springs, and in the advancement of a significant headcut which lowered the main channel 

about ten feet as it advanced past the Highway 191 crossing near Reliance.  Erosion along 

Killpecker Creek through soils with elevated chloride concentrations has the potential to 

contribute to the Bitter Creek chloride impairment, deposit sediment downstream in portions of 
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Killpecker Creek and Bitter Creek covering aquatic habitat/substrate, adversely affect designed 

channel reaches, and contribute to sediment deposition with Flaming Gorge Reservoir.  Eroding 

channel banks along Killpecker Creek jeopardize infrastructure adjacent to the channel 

(particularly within Rock Springs).  Erosion in the channel bottom creates nick points (head cuts) 

which deeply incise the channel and its tributaries jeopardizing infrastructure and creating 

impediments to livestock and wildlife to cross the channels or to reach water sources within the 

channels. 

 

Under the steering of the Bitter Creek Killpecker Creek Watershed Assessment Group 

(BKWAG) the SWCCD conducted a field assessment of Killpecker Creek in order to document 

channel conditions and areas of significant erosion and collect data for use as a baseline for 

future channel assessment and mitigation projects.  The BKWAG is made up of individuals 

representing both governmental and private interests within the watershed.  The SWCCD 

contracted EDE Consultants LLC. (EDE) to conduct the field assessment; EDE has conducted 

monitoring for the SWCCD Biter Creek watershed assessment project since 2004.  The 

Killpecker Creek field assessment work was conducted in early August 2020. 

 

During the course of the assessment EDE (Mitch Nelson) met with BLM personnel 

(Dennis Doncaster - Hydrologist) and SWCCD personnel (Karen Pecheny - District Clerk, and 

Tom Burris - District Co-chair) in the field to review and identify areas of specific interest in the 

Killpecker Creek drainage.  Additionally, Shelby Arambel a landowner with grazing interests in 

the watershed accompanied Mitch, Dennis, and Tom to several site locations.  
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3.0 KILLPECKER CREEK ASSESSMENT SITE VISITS 

During the 2020 Killpecker Creek Assessment 19 sites were visited from the confluence 

of Killpecker Creek and Bitter Creek within Rock Springs upstream to where Cedar Canyon 

enters Killpecker Creek approximately 8.5 miles south of Boars Tusk in the upper watershed.  

The sites visited were a mix of historic SWCCD monitoring sites as well as new sites of interest.  

The new sites were selected from field reconnaissance and from review of aerial photography 

where features of interest in the Killpecker Creek channel were identified. 

 

Sites visited during the assessment were designated in order from downstream to 

upstream as A-2020KA through S-2020KA where 2020KA stands for the 2020 Killpecker Creek 

Assessment.  When a 2020KA site was located at an existing SWCCD project site, such as at 

KC-15, the existing site was added to the naming convention in parenthesis as: A-2020KA (KC-

15).  The site visit names, date, description, and coordinates are presented in Table 1.  

Assessment site locations are presented on Figures 1, 2, and 3 which show the lower, middle, 

and upper Killpecker Creek areas visited for the assessment respectively. 

Table 1, Killpecker Creek Site Visit Coordinates 

 

 

Each site visited was photographed both upstream and downstream at a minimum.  For 

sites containing a significant geomorphic feature, these features were also photographed.  

Some features, such as tributaries, were photographed along their length to their source if 

possible/practical.   

Site Visit Date Description Latitude Longitude

A-2020KA (KC-15) 8/11/2020 Killpecker and Bitter Creek Confluence 41.591156 -109.226994

B-2020KA (KC-1) 8/11/2020 Killpecker Channel Behind Wool Warehouse 41.595221 -109.232914

C-2020KA (KC-1B) 8/11/2020 Killpecker by McDonalds 41.609826 -109.232074

D-2020KA 8/12/2020 Drainage Entering Killpecker South of KC-1D 41.613960 -109.240412

E-2020KA (KC-1D) 8/12/2020 Drainage Entering Killpecker Just South of Industrial Drive 41.615887 -109.241252

F-2020KA 8/12/2020 Drainage Entering Killpecker North of Industrial Drive 41.617411 -109.241181

G-2020KA 8/12/2020 Killpecker North of Golf Course 41.648256 -109.232675

H-2020KA 8/12/2020 Downstream of KC-2 41.654856 -109.229079

I-2020KA (KC-2) 8/12/2020 Killpecker at Highway Crossing 41.656009 -109.228012

J-2020KA 8/13/2020 Drainage Entering Killpecker Across From Reliance (KC-6) 41.659018 -109.226608

K-2020KA 8/13/2020 Drainage Entering Killpecker From Reliance Culvert 41.660259 -109.226062

L-2020KA 8/13/2020 Killpecker About 1/3 Mile North of Reliance 41.665878 -109.226502

M-2020KA 8/12/2020 Headcut Under RR Tracks North of Reliance 41.668929 -109.226230

N-2020KA 8/13/2020 Killpecker 1/2 Mile Upstream of Site P 41.675519 -109.224996

O-2020KA 8/13/2020 Drainage Entering Killpecker 3/4 Mile Upstream of Site Q 41.680815 -109.225732

P-2020KA 8/12/2020 Old RR Crossing (KC-12) 41.685970 -109.228971

Q-2020KA 8/12/2020 Approximately 1/5 Mile Upstream of Site S 41.690269 -109.232767

R-2020KA (KC-7) 8/13/2020 Killpecker at Chilton Rd. Crossing 41.729029 -109.244298

S-2020KA 8/13/2020 Killpecker Under RR Tracks Near Chilton Road 41.784704 -109.240668
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Figure 1 – Lower Killpecker Creek Site Locations 
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Figure 2 – Middle Killpecker Creek Site Locations 
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Figure 3 – Upper Killpecker Creek Site Locations 
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A description of the sites visited during the Killpecker Creek Assessment with 

photographs and brief discussion is presented in the following sections; sites are listed in order 

from downstream to upstream, starting at the Killpecker Creek and Bitter Creek confluence (A-

2020KA (KC-15).  
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3.1 A-2020KA (KC-15)       

Site A-2020KA (KC-15) is located at the confluence of Killpecker Creek and Bitter Creek.  

This site was visited on 8/11/20.  The channel here is characterized by a rocky bedrock/cobble 

bottom with a generally trapezoidal cross section.  Channel slopes are well vegetated with 

tamarisk.  The channel has been straightened in this reach (and upstream to site B-2020KA 

(KC-1); Figure 1) to move the channel to the toe of the bluffs on the valley’s west and make 

room for the industrial development present west of Elk Street. 

 

Approximately 100 feet upstream of the confluence there is an impoundment holding 

water in the channel formed from native materials (approximately 35 feet long, 15 feet wide, and 

5 feet deep).  Above this impoundment the channel banks become steeper than downstream, 

nearly vertical in some places within native bedrock, and the channel is deeply incised. 

 

Bedrock within this reach of Killpecker Creek provides generally good channel stability at 

the confluence with the channel cascading through bedrock rapids and small waterfalls as it 

enters Bitter Creek.  Upstream of this site and downstream of site B-2020KA (KC-1), where the 

channel bottom is less rocky, erosion occurred in the 2016-2017 timeframe and a head cut was 

initiated which moved upstream deepening the channel at the toe of the bluff and eroding 

channel side slopes past B-2020KA (KC-1).  This erosion resulted from out of bank flood flows 

(at B-2020KA (KC-1)) from large precipitation storm runoff events within the Killpecker Creek 

watershed.  
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Killpecker Creek at site KC-15, facing upstream from the Bitter Creek confluence. 

 

 

Killpecker Creek (left) and Bitter Creek (right) confluence, facing upstream on Bitter Creek. 
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Impoundment on Killpecker Creek upstream of site A-2020KA (KC-15) 
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3.2 B-2020KA (KC-1) 

Site B-2020KA (KC-1) is located behind the Southwestern Wyoming Wool Warehouse 

west of Elk Street.  This site was visited on 8/11/20, it is a SWCCD/WDEQ project site where 

observations have been collected annually since 2004 and monthly for a period during 2017 into 

2019.  There is vegetation along the upper banks of the channel, but the channel side slopes 

are mostly un-vegetated and show signs of recent erosion (related to the 2016-2017 flood 

events described above).  The channel is incised with banks 4-5 feet tall exhibiting a “V” shaped 

profile where the banks have sloughed and a narrow trapezoidal profile where they have not.  

The channel conditions change 0.3 miles upstream where observations and photos were taken 

at the Springs Drive crossing of Killpecker Creek; the channel there is incised 2-3 feet and the 

side slopes are somewhat better vegetated. 

 

Site B-2020KA (KC-1) is at the upper end of the straightened channel reach that extends 

to the Killpecker Creek confluence with Bitter Creek (Figure 1).  Channel material at the site is 

primarily silts and clays from the Green River Formation with some large and small cobbles 

present on the channel bottom.  The channel substrate is heavily influenced by silt and clay 

deposition from bank erosion. 

 

At low flows there is significant pooling and ponding of waters along the reach, enough 

to establish growth of cattails in some areas.  During the site visit there were filamentous algae 

present along the reach and upstream at the Springs Drive crossing. 

 

Channel bank stability along the reach at site B-2020KA (KC-1) may benefit from 

projects to aid establishment of vegetation.  However, the flashy nature of runoff events in the 

watershed could result in a relatively short lived stabilization before the next large event again 

initiated bank erosion.          
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Killpecker Creek at site B-2020KA (KC-1), facing upstream. 

 

 

Killpecker Creek at site B-2020KA (KC-1), facing downstream. 
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Killpecker Creek upstream of site B-2020KA (KC-1), immediately below the Springs Dr. Bridge. 
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3.3 C-2020KA (KC-1B) 

Site C-2020KA (KC-1B) is located at the Stagecoach Boulevard crossing of Killpecker 

Creek.  This site wave visited on 8/11/20 and is a SWCCD/WDEQ project site visited in 2004 

and 2005 and monthly for a period during 2017 into 2019.  The channel here is shallow with 

sediment aggradation occurring, particularly under the bridge.  Downstream of the bridge the 

channel is stabilized with rock placed along the eastern bank below the Flying J parking lot. 

 

Upstream of, and through, the site the channel has been straightened between the 

railroad and the development west of Elk Street.  Channel side slopes are generally well 

vegetated and stable though the west edge of the active channel exhibits a 2 foot vertical cut 

bank at the site upstream of the bridge. 

 

Channel material at the site is silts and clays with the channel bottom covered in 

sediments.  Flow is generally free flowing through the site and upstream and downstream with 

some ponding under the bridge.   
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Site C-2020KA (KC-1B), facing upstream from under the Stagecoach Boulevard Bridge. 

 

 

Site C-2020KA (KC-1B), facing downstream from under the Stagecoach Boulevard Bridge. 
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3.4 D-2020KA 

Site D-2020KA is located approximately 1,200 feet south of Industrial Drive.  This site 

was visited on 8/12/20.  At this location there are multiple drainages that come together and 

enter Killpecker Creek in a tributary from the west (Figure 1).  These drainages are of special 

interest as they are known to drain an area with elevated chloride levels in the soil and are likely 

significant contributors to the chloride in Killpecker Creek and the Bitter Creek chloride 

impairment.  SWCCD surface water monitoring project sites KCS-6 and KCS-9 are located in 

this tributary. 

 

  The drainages feeding the tributary, and the tributary, at this site are deeply incised 

with steep banks approximately 6 feet tall.  The drainages and tributary are within native clay 

and silt soils.  These are of lacustrine origin, possibly remnant of a playa lake salt flat or similar 

feature.  There was no active flow in the drainages or tributary at the time of the visit.  A white 

salt crust covered the tributary thalweg with a moist, saturated, salt solution.  Very little 

vegetation is present on the channel side slopes in the tributary or in the drainages feeding the 

tributary, or on the terrace surrounding the drainages (likely as a result of the high salt contents 

in the soil).   

 

The drainages feeding the tributary were followed to their points of origin in the area. 

Most contained a head cut near their origin.  Some head cuts were significant (4-5 feet of drop).  

One fork of the tributary terminated at the two track roadways along the toe of hill slopes 

approximately 250 yards to the south (which appear to funnel runoff to the tributary). The main 

fork of the tributary was followed to a culvert under Foothills Boulevard to the west. 

 

Implementation of measures to stabilize the head cuts in this and other nearby 

tributaries on the same flat may help to reduce chloride salts released from soils and 

assimilated in runoff waters.  Planting salt tolerant vegetation along these drainages and 

tributaries may also help to reduce the erosion of the soils.  Routing runoff waters originating 

west of Foothills Boulevard (where monitoring shows soils have lower chloride content) around 

this area to Killpecker Creek could reduce chloride loading in Killpecker Creek during high flow 

periods.  
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Site D-2020KA tributary confluence with Killpecker Creek, facing downstream. 

 

 

Site D-2020KA tributary upstream of confluence with Killpecker Creek, facing upstream. 
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Site D-2020KA tributary saturated salt solution. 

 

 

Site D-2020KA tributary facing downstream to Killpecker Creek confluence. 
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Site D-2020KA drainage head cut. 
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3.5 E-2020KA (KC-1D) 

Site E-2020KA (KC-1D) downstream (500 feet south) of Industrial Drive was visited on 

8/12/20.  A significant tributary enters Killpecker Creek at this location.  The tributary is deeply 

incised with a salt crust in the thalweg.  A small trickle of water was present in the tributary, the 

source of which was determined to be groundwater seepage farther up the drainage.  The 

uppermost branches of the tributary, near the dirt access road and Industrial Drive, were dry.  

Like the tributary to the south at site D2020KA, this tributary also drains the area known to have 

elevated chloride levels in the soil.  SWCCD surface water monitoring project sites KCS-10 is 

located in this tributary.  Site KC-1D is a SWCCD project site visited in 2004. 

 

A number of head cuts are present on the upper branches of the tributary entering 

Killpecker Creek at site E-2020KA (KC-1D).  Several branches originate from runoff leaving 

Industrial Drive.  Other drainage branches originate near a dirt access road to the west; some of 

the head cuts are close to this road.  The drainages and tributary are within native clay and silt 

soils of marine origin, possibly remnant of a salt flat or similar feature.  Very little vegetation is 

present on the channel side slopes in the tributary or in the drainages feeding the tributary, or 

on the terrace surrounding the drainages (likely as a result of the high salt contents in the soil).   

 

Implementation of measures to stabilize the head cuts in this and other nearby 

tributaries on the same flat may help reduce chloride salts released from soils and assimilated in 

runoff waters.  Planting salt tolerant vegetation along these drainages and tributaries may also 

help to reduce the erosion of the soils.  Routing runoff waters originating west of Foothills 

Boulevard (where monitoring shows soils have lower chloride content) around this area to 

Killpecker Creek could reduce chloride loading in Killpecker Creek during high flow periods.   

 

Immediately downstream of Industrial Drive and just upstream of the site E-2020KA (KC-

1D) tributary confluence, the Killpecker Creek channel has a broad trapezoidal channel with a 

deposition zone on the east side of the channel and an erosion zone on the west side.  The 

west channel side slope is comprised of nearly vertical dirt walls 12-15 feet tall.  Due to the 

nature of this steep side slope vegetative stabilization measures may be beneficial using salt 

resistant vegetation such as rushes on the channel edges, particularly along the erosional outer 

bend (west side).  In this reach Killpecker Creek lies within silt and clay soils and the channel 

bottom is primarily covered with silts and clay.  
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Site E-2020KA (KC-1D), facing downstream on tributary to Killpecker Creek confluence. 

 

 

Site E-2020KA (KC-1D) facing upstream on tributary from Killpecker Creek. 
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Head cut on one drainage feeding the E-2020KA (KC-1D) tributary. 

 

 

Killpecker Creek just upstream of site E-2020KA (KC-1D), facing upstream. 
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Killpecker Creek, facing downstream toward confluence with E-2020KA (KC-1D) tributary (right).  
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3.6 F-2020KA 

Site F-2020KA was visited on 8/12/20 and is located at a tributary confluence with 

Killpecker Creek immediately upstream of Industrial Drive. The tributary here is deeply incised 

with a salt residue on the dry channel bottom adjacent to the thalweg.  There was water present 

in this tributary and it appeared to be an equal or possibly greater flow than that within Killpecker 

Creek above the confluence (this flow is greater than what was observed in this area during the 

2004 and 2005 SWCCD investigations).  Speculation based on development that has occurred 

upstream on this tributary during the last 10 years is that discharge of groundwater contacting 

development infrastructure may be occurring, and/or the increased impervious area from the 

developed area and residential area irrigation may be contributing to the flows observed in this 

tributary; further investigation is warranted.  Lack of access permission prevented investigation 

further up this drainage during the field visit, though it is now being pursued by SWCCD. 

 

From the assessment possible, it appeared this tributary is similar to those visited south 

of Industrial Drive and also drains the area with elevated chloride levels in the soil.  The 

drainages that were visible and feed the tributary, and the tributary, at this site are deeply 

incised with steep banks approximately 8 feet tall.  The drainages and tributary and Killpecker 

Creek at this site are all within the same native clay and silt soils of marine origin.  Very little 

vegetation is present on the channel side slopes of Killpecker Creek or in the tributary or in the 

drainages feeding the tributary, or on the terrace surrounding the drainages (again likely as a 

result of the high salt contents in the soil).   

  

Implementation of measures to stabilize the channel side slopes in the tributary and 

along Killpecker Creek may help reduce the erosion of the soils and may also help to reduce 

chloride salts released from soils and assimilated in runoff waters. 

 

The Killpecker Creek channel at this site is similar to that downstream of Industrial Drive 

having a broad trapezoidal channel, but here a defined/incised thalweg is present meandering 

across a slightly elevated broad floodplain.  The channel side slopes leading to the flood plain 

are steeply sloping and about 12-15 feet tall.     
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Site F-2020KA tributary confluence with Killpecker Creek (facing upstream on Killpecker Creek). 

 

 

Site F-2020KA tributary facing upstream from confluence with Killpecker Creek.  
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Two drainages merging, facing upstream on site F-2020KA tributary, both contain water. 
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3.7 G-2020KA 

Site G-2020KA was visited on 8/12/20 and is located on Killpecker Creek just upstream 

of the White Mountain Golf Course.  There is a deeply incised tributary entering Killpecker 

Creek at this location.  The tributary was dry at the time of the visit.  The Killpecker Creek 

floodplain here is broad and very well vegetated above the small active channel. The flood 

terrace is bordered by 8-9 foot high vertical incised walls.  There was some flow within the 

active channel. 

 

Vegetation present within the Killpecker Creek channel/flood terrace, within the tributary, 

and on the terrace above the incised Killpecker Creek and tributary channels is relatively well 

established consisting principally of greasewood and grasses.  While still sparse on the 

secondary terrace at the site, there is a significant difference in the amount and vigor of 

vegetation at this location and that seen downstream at sites D-2020KA, E-2020KA (KC-1D), 

and F-2020KA.  This difference implies less salt may be present in the soils in this vicinity and 

this is supported by a noticeable reduction in the amount of salt residue present at site G-

2020KA as opposed to that seen downstream.  

 

Soils at, and in the vicinity of, the site continue to be dominated by silts and clays and 

channel substrate is primarily silts and clays.  While the barren vertical channel walls between 

the primary and secondary terraces along Killpecker Creek at the site show signs of active 

erosion there is little to be done to help stabilize them beyond maintaining the native vegetation 

present. 

 

Reduction of sediment delivered to Killpecker Creek may be possible by implementing 

measures to stabilize the head cutting in the tributaries entering Killpecker Creek at site G-

2020KA.  These tributaries drain large watersheds and there may be a potential for the head 

cuts to migrate quickly releasing large amounts of sediment during a large runoff event. 
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Site G-2020KA on Killpecker Creek, facing upstream. 

 

 

Site G-2020KA on Killpecker Creek, facing downstream. 
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Looking down tributary entering Killpecker Creek at site G-2020KA. 
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3.8 H-2020KA 

Site H-2020KA was visited on 8/12/20 and is located about 900 feet downstream of the 

Highway 191 crossing and site I-2020KA (KC-2). The Killpecker Creek channel is incised at this 

location with a flood terrace 3-4 feet above the main channel and thalweg.  The flood terrace is 

bounded by nearly vertical embankments 6-7 feet tall.  Both the main channel and the flood 

terrace are well vegetated with rushes growing in the main channel and tamarisk along the flood 

terrace banks.  Both the main channel and the flood terrace are noticeably more narrow here 

than downstream at site G-2020KA.  There was a low flow present in the Killpecker Creek 

channel. 

 

Soils at the site continue to be dominated by silts and clays.  Like at site G-2020KA 

downstream, the amount and vigor of the vegetation at this site implies very different soil 

chemistry is present than observed downstream near Industrial Drive.  

 

While the barren vertical channel walls between the primary and secondary terraces 

along Killpecker Creek at the site show signs of active erosion there is little to be done to help 

stabilize them beyond maintaining the native vegetation present; other locations visited along 

Killpecker Creek should have priority. 
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Site H-2020KA on Killpecker Creek, facing upstream. 

 

 

Site H-2020KA on Killpecker Creek, facing downstream. 
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3.9 I-2020KA (KC-2) 

Site I-2020KA (KC-2) is located at the Highway 191 crossing on Killpecker Creek.  This 

site was visited on 8/12/20 and it is a SWCCD/WDEQ project site where observations have 

been collected annually since 2004 and monthly for a period during 2017 into 2019.  The 

Killpecker Creek channel here is currently incised within 3-4 foot high banks, above which sits a 

flood terrace incised within 5-6 foot high banks.  This channel geometry was brought about 

during a significant runoff event in the spring of 2017 during which a head cut moved past the 

site.  Prior to that head cut event the flood plain was 8-10 feet higher (at the top of the banks 

incising the current flood plain) with a 1-2 foot deep channel meandering within it.  This event 

resulted in a significant release of sediment downstream to Bitter Creek, the head cut continued 

upstream on Killpecker Creek approximately 1 mile to site M-2020KA.   

 

Natural re-vegetation of the site has occurred since the head cut erosion event and the 

new channel configuration is stabilizing.  The main channel at site I-2020KA (KC-2) is well 

vegetated with rushes.  The flood terrace is also well vegetated with greasewood and tamarisk.  

The side slopes of the flood terrace are not as steeply incised upstream of the Highway 191 

Bridge as they are downstream, and they are also vegetated with greasewood.  Downstream of 

the bridge the flood terrace side slopes have cut more vertically with no vegetation.  There was 

a low flow present in the Killpecker Creek channel during the visit. 

 

There are some cobbles in the channel bottom but primarily it lies within hardpans of 

clays and silts and is covered with silt depositions and some organic sludges.  The adjacent 

terraces are comprised of clay and silt materials.  Salt residues are apparent at times within this 

reach but to a lesser extent than seen downstream and primarily along the channel and not the 

incised side slopes. 

 

Active erosion within the channel, and of the channel and flood plain side slopes, is 

occurring at this site as the recent head cutting begins to stabilize; this erosion is stabilizing 

under natural processes.  Additional mitigation of the erosion along the Killpecker Creek 

channel in this area is not a priority compared to other areas along the stream.        
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Site I-2020KA (KC-2) on Killpecker Creek, facing upstream from the Highway 191 Bridge. 

 

 

Site I-2020KA (KC-2) on Killpecker Creek, facing downstream from the Highway 191 Bridge. 
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3.10  J-2020KA 

Site J-2020KA is located about 1,200 feet upstream of the Highway 191 Killpecker Creek 

crossing (site I-2020KA (KC-2) ) adjacent to the B&R Mobile Home Park waste water treatment 

facility (WWTF) discharge and west of Reliance.  The site was visited on 8/13/20.  This site is 

slightly downstream of the SWCCD/WDEQ project site KC-16 which was visited monthly for a 

period during 2017 into 2019.  Perennial flow in Killpecker Creek begins in this reach resulting 

from alluvial springs and supported by the WWTF discharge. There was a slight flow present in 

the Killpecker Creek channel during the visit. 

 

The Killpecker Creek channel at site J-2020KA is well vegetated with rushes and 

bounded by banks 2-3 feet high.  A well vegetated flood terrace extends to either side of the 

channel bounded by vertical 12-15 foot high banks.  The channel bottom lies within clays and 

silts and the adjacent terraces are comprised of the same material.  The Killpecker Creek 

channel here was lowered approximately 8-10 feet when the head cut advanced upstream in 

this area in the spring of 2017 and like site I-2020KA (KC-2) the natural revegetation has begun 

to stabilize the new channel configuration.   

  

There is a deeply incised tributary entering Killpecker Creek from the west at this 

location which has vertical cut banks 6-8 feet high and a shallow channel thalweg in the bottom.  

This tributary has been left hanging where it joins with Killpecker Creek by the Killpecker Creek 

head cut advancement.  Consequently, a headcut has begun within the tributary where the 

tributary meets the Killpecker Creek flood terrace that has the potential to migrate up the 

tributary during runoff events.  This tributary has a relatively small drainage area running north 

between Highway 191 and Killpecker Creek; erosion which may occur from movement of the 

head cut would not pose significant issues for area infrastructure or resources.      

 

The B&R Mobile Home Park WWTF lagoon is located east of site J-2020KA on the 

terrace above the Killpecker Creek flood terrace but within 100 feet of the Killpecker Creek flood 

terrace cut bank.  The recent headcut advancement has increased erosion of this section of cut 

bank and could jeopardize the stability of this pond.  The B&R sewage discharge is planned to 

be routed into the city of Rock Springs WWTF so compromise of the lagoon area may not be an 

issue.  However, this should be reviewed with B&R WWTF personnel and appropriate mitigation 

measures undertaken as needed.  
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Site J-2020KA on Killpecker Creek facing upstream at confluence with tributary from the west. 

 

 

Site J-2020KA on Killpecker Creek facing upstream on tributary; head cut forming. 
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3.11  K-2020KA 

Site K-2020KA is located about 1,800 feet upstream of the Highway 191 Killpecker 

Creek crossing (site I-2020KA (KC-2)) where the tributary serving the watershed in which 

Reliance is located discharges from the east to Killpecker Creek after passing just north of the 

B&R Mobile Home Park (Figure 2).  This site was visited on 8/13/20.  The Killpecker Creek 

channel transitions upstream and downstream of this site.  Downstream the Killpecker Creek 

channel contains water (if only minor flows) in a well vegetated main channel, bounded by 2 foot 

tall banks above which sit a well vegetated flood terrace.  The flood terrace is bounded by 

vertical 12-15 foot tall dirt banks.  The water in Killpecker Creek ends at the tributary confluence 

(the tributary is also dry).  Upstream of this the channel is dry and much more sparsely 

vegetated; it also lacks a multi-channel system with a flood terrace and instead becomes a 

single broad channel bounded by vertical banks. 

 

The Killpecker Creek channel and the tributary at site K-2020KA continue to lie within 

clays and silts and the adjacent terraces are comprised of the same material.  Upstream of the 

site the channel has been straightened to accommodate installation of the railroad.   

 

The tributary entering Killpecker Creek at this location is deeply incised with 10-12 foot 

high vertical cut banks, it discharges through a culvert beneath Stansbury Road 240 feet 

upstream of the confluence with Killpecker Creek and then passes beneath a railroad bridge 

about 50 feet downstream of the culvert. There is a large amount of rock riprap placed to 

reinforce the channel at the railroad crossing.  The recent down cutting within Killpecker Creek 

from the 2017 headcut advancement has created a nick point where a headcut is forming within 

the tributary.  Additionally, there is a headcut within the tributary that is stabilized at the railroad 

bridge riprap.  This riprap may also serve to halt erosion that may move upstream from the new 

nick point as well, monitoring should continue here to ascertain if additional channel stabilization 

will be necessary.   
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Site K-2020KA on Killpecker Creek, facing upstream from tributary entering on the east. 
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Site K-2020KA on Killpecker Creek, facing downstream from tributary entering from the east. 

 

 

Site K-2020KA on Killpecker Creek, transition from channel and terraces to broad single channel. 
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Facing upstream on tributary that enters Killpecker Creek at site K-2020KA. 

 

 

Site K-2020KA tributary head cut under railroad bridge just upstream of Killpecker Creek. 
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3.12  L-2020KA 

Site L-2020KA is located approximately 1,800 feet upstream of site K-2020KA within the 

straightened reach of Killpecker Creek between the railroad and Highway 191 west of Reliance.  

The site was visited on 8/13/20.  The Killpecker Creek channel here is bounded by vertical dirt 

embankments 15-20 feet tall.  The channel bottom is well vegetated with tamarisk and contains 

water pooled but not flowing.  Channel materials are clays and silts and the adjacent terraces 

are comprised of the same material. 

 

The top of the eastern embankment upstream of the site is lined with dirt berms that 

have been in place for some time, likely placed during channel or railroad maintenance.  Active 

down cutting and piping is occurring along these berms.  Trenches between 5-8 feet deep have 

cut along some sections with water piping holes running farther down into the embankment.  

These erosion features may destabilize the east bank of the channel causing sloughing and 

sediment release as the down cutting and piping continue.  Evaluation of the applicability and 

benefit of mitigation measures to address this potential stream bank failure area should be 

considered. 

 

A tributary enters Killpecker Creek from the east at this site, passing under the railroad.  

There is riprap reinforcement within this tributary at the railroad to stabilize channel erosion.  
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Site L-2020KA on Killpecker Creek, facing downstream. 

 

 

Site L-2020KA on Killpecker Creek facing upstream. 
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Berms placed along the east side of Killpecker Creek channel at site L-2020KA. 

 

 

Down cutting and piping along site L-2020KA berms.  
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Trench and piping along berms at site L-2020KA. 
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3.13  M-2020KA 

Site M-2020KA is located where the railroad crosses Killpecker Creek about 1 mile 

upstream of the Highway 191 Killpecker Creek crossing.  This railroad spur and infrastructure is 

abandoned and not currently used.  This site was visited on 8/12/20.  The Killpecker Creek 

channel has been straightened downstream of here to site K-2020KA and is unaltered 

upstream.  The Killpecker Creek channel is stabilized by riprap placed under the railroad bridge 

at this site.  This riprap halted the advancement of the 2017 headcut which moved past the 

downstream sites from at least I-2020KA (KC-2).  There was no water in the channel during the 

visit. 

 

The Killpecker Creek channel is deeply incised downstream of the railroad bridge with 

cut banks 12-15 feet tall within silt and clay soils.  Active erosion and sloughing of the banks is 

occurring evidenced by debris piles at the toe of the banks in some locations.  Vegetation in the 

channel bottom and long the banks is sparse.  Upstream of the railroad bridge the channel is 

still deeply incised but the overall depth is reduced to 8-10 feet.  Significant erosion of the cut 

banks is not apparent and the channel bottom is better vegetated.      

 

On the upstream side of the railroad bridge there are ditches paralleling the railroad 

which discharge to Killpecker Creek.  Where these ditches enter the channel they have been 

reinforced with riprap to stabilize head cutting.  In general the riprap in the Killpecker Creek 

channel beneath and alongside the railroad bridge, and the riprap reinforcing the ditches 

paralleling the railroad placement, is effectively stabilizing the channels against erosion and 

advancement of the headcuts.  It is apparent that maintenance of the rip rap has not occurred 

for some time and minor maintenance may be beneficial in some spots.  However, management 

measures to mitigate against erosion at this site appear to be of low priority at this time.  

Continued monitoring and observation at this site following large runoff events in Killpecker 

Creek would be prudent to maintain a watch on the channel stability and riprap condition.    
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Site M-2020KA on Killpecker Creek, facing downstream from railroad bridge. 

 

 

Site M-2020KA on Killpecker Creek, facing upstream from railroad bridge. 
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Site M-2020KA on Killpecker Creek head cut at railroad bridge rock placement. 

 

 

Head cut on tributary entering Killpecker Creek upstream of site M-2020KA railroad bridge. 
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3.14   N-2020KA 

Site N-2020KA is located along Killpecker Creek west of Winton Road about 680 feet 

southwest of the junction with Strawberry Drive.  This site was visited on 8/13/20.  The 

Killpecker Creek channel here is incised 2-3 feet deep within a flood plain that is incised 7-8 feet 

deep below the general valley elevation; within silt and clay soils.   The channel here has not 

been altered or straightened as has been done downstream and exhibits frequent meanders.  

The main channel/thalweg side slopes are moderately sloped within the flood plain except 

where it meanders near to the flood plain cut banks which are typically nearly vertical.  There 

are deposition zones on the inner bends of channel meanders where tamarisk is growing.  

Active erosion is occurring along the vertical cut banks.  There was no water present at this 

location during the visit. 

 

Overall the Killpecker Creek channel at site N-2020KA is incised less, has more frequent 

breaks in the cut banks allowing access to the channel, and has better coverage of vegetation 

than sites immediately downstream of M-2020KA (where recent headcutting has halted).  No 

salt residues were observed within this reach, indicating while erosion along the reach may 

increase sediment loading during runoff events it may not be as significant a source of chlorides 

as erosion in soil downstream of Highway 191. 

 

Mitigation of the erosion along the Killpecker Creek channel in this area is not a priority 

compared to other areas along the stream.        
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Site N-2020KA on Killpecker Creek, facing upstream. 

 

 

Site N-2020KA on Killpecker Creek, facing downstream. 
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3.15   O-2020KA 

Site O-2020KA is located along Killpecker Creek west of Winton Road about 1,700 feet 

northwest of the junction with Strawberry Drive.  This site was visited on 8/13/20.  The Killpecker 

Creek channel here is incised about 15 feet and has a generally “V” shaped profile within the 

bottom 8-10 feet and no pronounced flood plain.  The channel side slopes turn nearly vertical 

within the upper 5-7 feet in some portions.  The channel soils are silts and clays.   The channel 

reach here is relatively straight for about 0.35 miles upstream, which could have been done 

during installation of the now abandoned railroad spur to the west, but this is not definitive.  The 

channel bottom was moist in a few locations but there was no water present during the visit. 

 

An incised tributary enters the Killpecker Creek channel from the east at site O-2020KA. 

The tributary drainage originates east of Stansbury Road. There does not appear to be any 

obvious head cuts along the tributary up to Stansbury Road, but it does grow deeper and wider 

along its length.  Upon entering Killpecker Creek the tributary has steep cut banks 

approximately 7 feet high. 

 

Similarly to downstream at site N-21020KA the Killpecker Creek channel at site N-

2020KA is incised less, has more frequent breaks in the cut banks allowing access to the 

channel, and has better coverage of vegetation than sites immediately downstream of M-

2020KA (where recent headcutting has halted).  No salt residues were observed within this 

reach, indicating that while erosion along the reach may increase sediment loading during runoff 

events it may not be as significant a source of chlorides as erosion in soil downstream of 

Highway 191. 

 

Mitigation of the erosion along the Killpecker Creek channel in this area is not a priority 

compared to other areas along the stream.         
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Site O-2020KA on Killpecker Creek, facing upstream from east side tributary confluence. 

 

 

Site O-2020KA on Killpecker Creek, facing downstream from east side tributary confluence. 
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Looking down east side tributary to confluence with Killpecker Creek at site O-2020KA. 
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3.16   P-2020KA 

Site P-2020KA is located at a former railroad crossing along the abandoned railroad 

spur about 1.2 miles north of the railroad crossing at site M-2020KA.  Killpecker Creek passes 

back to the west side of this abandoned spur at this location.  This site was visited on 8/12/20. 

Downstream of the remnant bridge at site P-2020KA the Killpecker Creek channel is incised 

about 10-12 feet with a “V” shaped channel at the bottom shaped by sloughing soils collecting at 

the toe of the cut banks.  The channel top width narrows noticeably upstream of the remnant 

railroad bridge (from approximately 20 feet wide downstream to 10 feet wide upstream) and 

retains a squarer channel bottom with less eroded soil collected at the toe of the cut banks.  

Chanel material is silts and clay. 

 

There are old dirt piles on the surface along the channel where it narrows, suggesting 

this channel was probably intentionally incised (and possibly altered to flow perpendicularly 

under the bridge) during bridge construction or maintenance.  The channel widens again to the 

approximate downstream of remnant bridge dimensions after about 220 feet when it turns north 

and appears to be in a native meandering state at this point. 

 

The channel at site P-2020KA has vegetation primarily in the form of grass and small 

greasewood while larger greasewood grows along the upper embankments.  No water was 

present at the time of visit. 

 

The upstream side of the remnant railroad crossing has drainages forming along the 

railroad berm into Killpecker Creek; these are relatively minor at this location.  Generally, though 

there are bare cut banks present through the reach at this site, it is relatively stable (relative to 

the channel immediately upstream and downstream.  There is riprap and abutment materials 

remaining in the channel from the bridge that provide some channel stability against erosive 

flows passing the site.  Mitigation of the erosion along the Killpecker Creek channel in this area 

is not a priority compared to other areas along the stream.         
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Site P-2020KA on Killpecker Creek, facing upstream to old railroad bridge. 

 

 

Site P-2020KA on Killpecker Creek, facing downstream through old railroad bridge. 
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Channel narrowing immediately upstream of site P-2020KA. 
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3.17   Q-2020KA 

Site Q-2020KA is located approximately one quarter mile upstream of site P-2020KA.  

This site was visited on 8/12/20.  The Killpecker Creek channel at this location remains incised 

but is significantly shallower and narrower than at site P-2020KA having cut banks 6-7 feet tall 

and a generally trapezoidal profile with subdued side slopes (though the toe of the side slopes is 

typically vertical for 1-2 feet).  The channel is within clay and silt soils.  No water was present 

during the visit. 

 

No vegetation is present within the channel or on the side slopes at site Q-2020KA.  The 

channel bottom is smooth with no significant sediment aggradation or degradation present.  A 

thick cover of greasewood is present at the top of the channel side slopes and on the terrace 

adjacent to the channel.  Though the channel is barren the side slopes appear generally stable 

with no significant sloughing of banks present in the reach.  Overall, the incised portion of the 

channel at the toe of the side slopes and the lack of vegetation on the channel bottom indicate 

that down cutting is occurring during flow events.  The Killpecker Creek channel between site P-

2020KA and site Q-2020KA appears to gradually cut deeper with no sign of a head cut between 

the two locations. 

 

The channel reach at site P-2020KA is in a condition where implementing management 

measures should be of a low priority compared to other more incised and actively eroding 

reaches.  Effectively halting the down cutting without significant effort would be difficult; 

establishing more vegetation in the channel would also be difficult as the flashy runoff flows 

would scour it frequently (likely the reason vegetation is currently not present).     
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Site Q-2020KA on Killpecker Creek, facing upstream. 

 

 

Site Q on Killpecker Creek, facing downstream. 
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3.18   R-2020KA (KC-7) 

Site R-2020KA (KC-7) is located where Killpecker Creek is crossed by County Road 17 

(Chilton Road) about 1.5 miles east of the Highway 191 junction.  This site was visited on 

8/13/20.  Killpecker creek passes beneath Chilton Road by way of two 48 inch metal culverts at 

this site.  The site is a SWCCD project site location (KC-7) which has been visited regularly 

since 2004 as an easily accessed location to ascertain if flow is occurring in the upper 

watershed.  Observations at the site have primarily consisted of channel condition and presence 

or albescence of flow (no samples have been collected). 

 

The Killpecker Creek channel at site R-2020KA (KC-7) is moderately incised about 4-5 

feet exhibiting a trapezoidal profile with a 4-5 foot wide bottom.  The channel at the crossing has 

been reinforced with riprap.  Downstream of the crossing cobbles and stones from the road 

construction and road surface are present on the channel bottom.  Upstream of the crossing the 

channel bottom is silts and clays, as is the material the channel in the area lies within.  The 

upper side slopes are very heavily vegetated with greasewood.  There was no water present at 

the time of visit. 

 

The channel and side slopes at site R-2020KA (KC-7) appear generally stable with no 

significant erosion present in the reach upstream or downstream of the roadway; management 

measures are not needed here.   
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Site R-2020KA (KC-7) on Killpecker Creek, facing upstream from road crossing. 

 

 

Site R-2020KA (KC-7) on Killpecker Creek, facing downstream from just below road crossing. 
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3.19   S-2020KA 

Site S-2020KA is about 800 feet east of where County Road 17 (Chilton Road) crosses 

east of Killpecker Creek about 4.3 miles up Chilton Road from site R-2020KA (KC-7).  This site 

was visited on 8/12/20 and on 8/13/20.  It is located at a remnant railroad crossing along the 

abandoned railroad spur which historically paralleled the Killpecker Creek channel in the area. 

 

The Killpecker Creek channel upstream of the railroad bridge is shallow with a parabolic 

profile 1-2 feet deep and 4-5 feet wide and passes through a large salt flat east of Chilton Road 

where there is evidence that during runoff events water accumulates against the raised railroad 

berm.  Downstream of the railroad bridge there is a spring that enters the Killpecker Creek 

channel and the channel becomes incised from this point with a rectangular profile 5-6 feet wide 

and cut banks 2-3 feet tall developed immediately downstream of the spring.  The channel 

downstream of this grows gradually wider and deeper with water present for about 0.25 miles 

before it eventually infiltrates into the alluvium and the channel bottom becomes dry.  One mile 

downstream of site S-2020KA the channel has attained a trapezoidal profile about 6 feet deep 

with a 1 foot wide bottom and a 10-12 foot wide top width. 

 

The channel reaches at site S-2020KA are within silt and clay soils.  There is sparse 

vegetation present on channel sides slopes and the adjacent flood plain upstream of the railroad 

bridge (primarily grasses and greasewood).  Downstream of the bridge rushes are present in 

the channel bottom at, and downstream of, where the spring enters the channel.  As the 

channel progresses away from the salt flat area at the bridge more vegetation (grasses and 

greasewood) is present on the channel side slopes and adjacent terrace.  There is salt residue 

present along the Killpecker Creek channel and flood plain both upstream and downstream of 

the site indicating soil here may be a source of elevated chloride when contacting surface water. 

 

The channel at site S-2020KA is generally stable upstream of the site and downstream 1 

mile, however, the cut banks and channel where the spring enters Killpecker Creek downstream 

of the bridge exhibit active erosion and possible down cutting.  Establishing salt tolerant 

vegetation in this area may help to stabilize the channel and reduce chloride loading.  The salt 

flat at this site is not unique in the upper Killpecker Creek watershed; while mitigation at site S-

2020KA could be locally beneficial, a much larger effort would be necessary to significantly 

reduce chloride loading in Killpecker Creek resultant from the upper watershed sources.         
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Site S-2020KA on Killpecker Creek, facing upstream from just above railroad bridge crossing. 

 

 

Site S-2020KA on Killpecker Creek, facing downstream through railroad bridge crossing. 
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Salt flat at site S-2020KA on the upstream side of railroad embankment. 

 

 

Spring entering Killpecker Creek channel just below site S-2020KA railroad bridge crossing. 
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Killpecker Creek channel at site S-2020KA below spring inflow point. 
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Killpecker Creek, facing upstream approximately 1 mile downstream from site S-2020KA. 
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4.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The field visits made to the sites selected for this assessment of Killpecker Creek 

channel conditions allow determination of whether management measures may be effective at 

some locations to improve stream conditions and water quality in the watershed.  These visits 

have also provided reference data for future investigations which may seek to locate specific 

channel features in the watershed or seek to evaluate changes occurring in the watershed over 

time.   

 

The following recommendations are made based on observations taken during the 

assessment.  To repair and halt erosion along Killpecker Creek and improve water quality 

SWCCD should consider implementing management measures or investigations to:  

 

1) Heal/halt the erosion in the reach upstream and downstream of site B-2020KA (KC-1). 

a. Establish vegetation on eroded areas. 

 

2) Stabilize head cuts and channels in Killpecker Creek tributaries at sites D-2020KA, E-

2020KA (KC-1D),  and F-2020KA to halt erosion of chloride rich soils and the resultant 

chloride loading and sediment loading in Killpecker Creek. 

a. Establish salt tolerant vegetation. 

b. Install rip rap and/or engineered structures. 

c. Rout runoff waters around the chloride soils area. 

 

3) Heal/halt the erosion in the reach upstream of site E-2020KA (KC-1D) and downstream of 

Industrial Drive at the toe of the west bank of Killpecker Creek. 

a. Establish salt resistant vegetation at the channel edges on eroded areas. 

 

4) Identify the source of waters within the tributary at site F-2020KA. 

a. Contact landowners and city/county personnel 

 

5) Stabilize head cuts in tributaries at site G-2020KA. 

a. Establish salt tolerant vegetation. 

b. Install rip rap and/or engineered structures. 
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6) Confirm the timeframe in which the B&R Mobile Home Park WWTF tie-in to the Rock 

Springs WWTF is planned to occur, and what plans are in place for remediation of the 

existing WWTF lagoon adjacent to Killpecker Creek at site J-2020KA. 

a. Contact B&R Mobile Home Park WWTF and Rock Springs WWTF personnel. 

b. Evaluate need for stabilization of Killpecker Creek cut bank at B&R WWTF lagoon.  

 

7) Monitor the head cut beginning at the mouth of the tributary entering Killpecker Creek from 

the east at site K-2020KA to assess if stabilization measures become necessary. 

a. Monitor the site approximately semi-annually. 

 

8) Monitor to determine whether stabilization measures are possible/warranted where ditching 

and piping is occurring alongside of the soil piles adjacent to the channel at site L-2020KA. 

a. Monitor the site approximately semi-annually. 

 

9) Monitor the head cut location in the Killpecker Creek channel at site M-2020KA where the 

abandoned railroad bridge riprap has halted its progression to assess if stabilization 

measures may become necessary. 

a. Monitor the site approximately semi-annually. 

 

10) Stabilize erosion at site S-2020KA. 

a. Establish salt tolerant vegetation. 

 

Many if not all of these recommendations could be further evaluated and moved toward 

implementation under the proposed implementation planning presented in the Bitter Creek 

watershed-based plan to be finalized by SWCCD in the fall of 2020.  Several of these 

recommendations can provide a larger benefit toward reducing sediment and chloride loading 

within Killpecker Creek than others.  Recommendations 2 and 4 would likely help to reduce 

chloride loading the most; Recommendations 1 and 5 would likely have the most significant 

impact on reducing sediment releases to Killpecker Creek. 

 

Recommended implementation of salt tolerant vegetation in areas that can benefit from 

soil stabilization will allow an understanding of what procedures are needed to successfully 

establish vegetation in these areas and which vegetation types work best.  Additionally, the 
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proposed monitoring of features where the potential for detrimental erosion is present will 

provide a better understanding of how fast erosion advances within the watershed and how 

quickly stabilization measures may need to be implemented to be effective. 
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